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Saturday 28th November 2020 

 QUALIFICATION RESULTS  RESULTS AND SCHEDULED MATCHES 

BULLETIN 

If you have any nice board or story to share with 

an editor of bulletin, please contact him on email 

klems.erik@email.cz or Erik Klemš on Facebook.  

WARM-UP 

Let us take a look at a couple of double dummy 

problems from the Coffin collection that were 

very popular in the first half of the twentieth 

century. We are not going to show the solution 

this time, so you have to figure it out on your 

own. 

No trumps, South on lead to make three tricks 

against best EW defence:

Spades as trumps, South on lead to make four 

tricks against best EW defence: 

 

http://adamkubica.cz/mse20.html
mailto:klems.erik@email.cz
https://www.facebook.com/erik.klems


 

 

FAIR VISUALISATION 

 

Not only aggressive games and hair-raising 

preempts could have been seen during junior 

competition clashes in all age categories. 

This deal comes from the match between U21 

team of Slovakia and Habra (Havířov) U16 team 

in qualification round 6. It should be noted that 

average team member age of this Habra U16 

team is around 12 years. 

It required a fair share of visualization which 

showed Kája Rečičárová as North. When 

Blackwood enquiry was used and her partner 

Lukáš Vachtarčík as South cooperated with 

appropriate key card number, Kája‘s  finest effort 

drove her partnership to lay-down slam on total 

of 27 hcp combined. There was no problem in 

the play and 11 IMP from this deal contributed 

to a Habra U16 confident win in the match by 24 

IMPs and final score 17,31:2,69.     

3NT VS. 4M 

Players from POL U26 Try Hard Version were 

facing similar problems in different matches: 

choosing the right NT contract despite of the 

major fit. 

2H bid shows 6+ spades up to the invitational 

hand. After 3S as invitation Wojciech Okuniewski 

thinks this way: they have almost guaranteed 6 

spade tricks – as partner might very probably 

have the Q of spades – and the ace. With 8-9 

points expected from partner, it is easier to take 

2 more tricks in NT contract than 3 more tricks in 

4S. Even 973 in hearts is promising – Michał 
Kaleta as East would play from his hand to cover his 

heart values. Wojciech proposed 3NT and Michał 
agreed. +10 IMPs for making, comparing to 2S+1 from 

another table. Other successful decisions made by 

Polish players:  


